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In the last few years, satellite-based precipitation datasets are believed to be a potential source for forcing inputs in driving
hydrological models, which are important especially in complex terrain areas or ungauged basins where ground gauges are
generally sparse or nonexistent. This study aims to comprehensively evaluate the satellite precipitation products, CMORPH-CRT,
PERSIANN-CDR, 3B42RT, and 3B42 against gauge-based datasets and to infer their relative potential impacts on hydrological
processes simulation using theHEC-HMSmodel in the Ganzi River Basin (GRB) of the Tibetan Plateau. Results from a quantitative
statistical comparison reveal that, at annual and seasonal scales, both CMORPH-CRT and 3B42 perform better than PERSIANN-
CDR and 3B42RT. The CMORPH-CRT and 3B42 tend to underestimate values at the medium and high precipitation intensities
ranges, whereas the opposite tendency is found for PERSIANN-CDR and 3B42RT. Overall, 3B42 exhibits the best performance for
streamflow simulations over GRB and even outperforms simulation driven by gauge data during the validation period. PERSIANN-
CDR shows the worst overall performance. After recalibrating with input-specific precipitation data, the performance of all satellite
precipitation forced simulations is substantially improved, except for PERSIANN-CDR. Furthermore, 3B42 ismore suitable to drive
hydrological models and can be a potential alternative source of sparse data in Tibetan Plateau basins.

1. Introduction

Water resources management in remote regions or hetero-
geneous terrains, particularly for the mountain river basins,
is one of the most important challenges facing decision-
makers and hydrologists due to the extreme scarcity of
in situ monitoring stations, leading to dramatic effects on
the ecological, agricultural, and economic activities [1].
However, hydrological modeling can play a helpful role in
effective water resources management under the absence
of hydrological data [2], but there is still an urgent need
to overcome the problematic lack of in situ meteorological
data (i.e., precipitation, temperature, and wind speed) for

many hydrological, hydrometeorological, and climatological
applications.

Among these components, precipitation is one of the
necessary forcing inputs of the global water cycle that cannot
be exempt and is essential in order to satisfy requirements
for calculating various land surface hydrological models.
Additionally, the precision of precipitation measurements
at spatiotemporal representations has a great influence on
the effective predictions of hydrological models [3, 4], as
highly accurate representations may reduce the uncertainties
in simulating the hydrological processes of watersheds [5, 6].

A conventional approach in estimation of precipitation
amount involves meteorological radar observations and/or
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rain gauges observations, whereas in the less accessible
regions or complex terrains of the world, notably on the
Tibetan Plateau, the contributions to hydrological literature
have already explained the weakness of ground-based mea-
surement networks in the representation of precipitation
systems, due to the deformation of the radar signals and
insufficient density of gauges as well as relatively high spatial
variability of precipitation [7–9].

A conventional approach for estimating the quantity
of precipitation involves meteorological radar observations
and/or rain gauge observations. However, in the less acces-
sible regions or complex terrains of the world, such as
the Tibetan Plateau, the hydrological literature has already
explained the weakness of ground-based measurement net-
works in the representation of precipitation systems due to
the deformation of the radar signals, insufficient density of
gauges, and relatively high spatial variability of precipitation
[7–9].

To compensate for these disadvantages, remotely sensed
precipitation datasets have been extensively used as alterna-
tive sources for gauged-based techniques over the last decade,
particularly for various hydrological applications, such as
flood forecasting and control, early drought warning, and
streamflow simulation in ungauged basins [10, 11].

However, satellite precipitation estimates always suffer
from uncertainties which arise from measurement errors
associated with observations, sampling, retrieval algorithms,
and bias correction processes [12, 13]. Consequently, it is
essential to verify the quality and applicability ofmultisatellite
precipitation products using both quantitative statistical and
hydrological modeling evaluation strategies [14–17], which
can be useful tools for further improvement in the satellite
retrieval algorithms [18] and determining which of the dif-
ferent satellite-based precipitation datasets should be favored
for hydrological applications [19].

At present, satellite-based precipitation products have
become operationally available at high spatial (≤0.25∘) and
temporal (≤3 h) resolutions over quasi-global scales. In
this context, some notable products of the latest satellite
precipitation technology include the NOAA’s Climate Pre-
diction Center (CPC) Morphing technique-bias-corrected
product (CMORPH-CRT) [20], the Precipitation Estima-
tion from Remotely Sensed Information Using Artificial
Neural Networks-Climate Data Record (PERSIANN-CDR)
[21], and the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM)
Multisatellite Precipitation Analysis (TMPA) products (3B42
and 3B42RT) [22]. To the authors’ knowledge, these newly
available products have not been thoroughly explored in
mountainous basins, which are characterized by complex
terrains and high elevations, especially in ungauged basins of
the Tibetan Plateau.

In recent years, numerous researches have been con-
ducted to analyze the performances of high satellite products
over the Tibetan Plateau. These previous publications can be
grouped according to two trends: The first trend most com-
monly has focused on the comparison and evaluation of satel-
lite products against ground-based estimates, used not only to
investigate temporal characteristics and spatial distributions,
but also to analyze the error quantification associated with

them. Notably, Gao and Liu [23] evaluated four satel-
lite precipitation products, namely, 3B42 V6, 3B42RT V6,
CMORPH, and PERSIANN, with 166 rain gauges at a daily
scale throughout the Tibetan Plateau. The study revealed
that the performance of 3B42 and CMORPH is better than
3b42RT and PERSIANN, especially in humid regions. Unlike
CMORPH and 3B42, it was found that the biases of 3B42RT
and PERSIANN significantly depended on topography and
variability of elevation and surface roughness. In another
study, Li et al. [24] compared four satellite products, including
3B42 V7, 3B42 V7, CMORPH, and PERSIANN, with gauge
observations from the China Meteorological Administration
(CMA) at multiple time scales over the Yangzi River Basin,
and the results showed that gauge adjustment in 3B42 V7
greatly reduces the bias, but 3B42 V7 is not always superior
to other products (especially CMORPH) at a daily scale.
Jiang et al. [25] also compared the four 3B42 V7, 3B42RT
V7, CMORPH, and CMORPH-CRT satellite precipitation
products against gauge observations of the YellowRiver Basin
at different spatial and temporal scales, which indicated that
each of the four products were able to effectively detect
precipitation events and that the 3B42 product performance
was better than others overall.

The second trend of studies evaluates the hydrological
utility of satellite products based on their potential use in
diverse hydrologic studies, especially for driving hydrologic
models. Among these studies, Tong et al. [8] investigated
the streamflow simulation abilities of 3B42V7, 3B42RTV7,
CMORPH, and PERSIANN using the Variable Infiltration
Capacity (VIC) hydrologic model in the upper Yellow and
Yangtze River Basins on the Tibetan Plateau. Their study
reported that 3b42V7 had comparable performance to CMA
data in bothmonthly and daily streamflow simulations; while
3B42RTV7 and PERSIANN exhibited little capability for
streamflow simulation in hydrological study, the CMORPH
showed some potential for use in hydrological applications
over these regions. In another study, PERSIANN-CDR was
used by Liu et al. [26] to assess the capability of stream-
flow simulation with the hydroinformatic modeling system
(HIMS) rainfall-runoff model for the upper Yellow River
Basin and the upper Yangtze River Basin. Results concluded
that the PERSIANN-CDRwas suitable to simulate reasonably
good streamflow in basins of the Tibetan Plateau and also has
potential to be an alternative source of the sparse gauge net-
work for future hydrological and climate change studies. In
another example, Li et al. [27] focused on the potential use of
3B42V7, 3B42RTV7, and CMORPH products for simulating
hydrological processes via a geomorphology-based hydro-
logical model (GBHM) over the Yangtze River Basin. The
study suggested that 3b42V7 performed best for annual water
budgeting and monthly streamflow simulation; however this
model displayed evident weakness in performance for daily
simulation. The study also found that 3B42RTV7 tends to
perform better than CMORPH for streamflow modeling,
particularly in the midstream and downstream tributaries of
the Yangzi River.

Unfortunately, the majority of these previous efforts
were generally limited to large key river basins, such as
the Yangtze River Basin and the Yellow River Basin, and
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there are no thorough investigations in mesoscale basins,
especially so in the ungauged regions of the southeast Tibetan
Plateau, which may be associated with poor performance of
satellite precipitation estimates in hydrological simulations as
compared to those of large basins [5, 28]. Additionally, the
applicability of the latest satellite precipitation datasets for
hydrological modeling framework, including 3B42, 3B42RT,
PERSIANN-CDR, CMORPH-CRT, seems to lack adequate
coverage in the literature, especially for the Ganzi River Basin
(GRB) in the southeast Tibetan Plateau.

Considering these issues, the specific research objectives
of this study are to (i) evaluate and compare the capability of
the latest four satellite precipitation products to characterize
precipitation patterns and capture the magnitude of precip-
itation events over GRB; (ii) investigate the use potential
and limitations of satellite precipitation estimates as forcing
inputs in driving the HEC-HMS model; (iii) investigate their
influence on the simulation of daily hydrological processes at
the basin scale.

The rest of the article is structured as follows: Section 2
presents a brief overview of the study area and datasets
used. Section 3 provides a description of the HEC-HMS
hydrological model, followed by a detailed discussion of
the calibration procedures and simulation scenarios for the
hydrologic model and then lists statistical criteria of its
performance evaluation. The results of the comprehensive
evaluations of the four satellite estimates and their hydrolog-
ical utilities are compared and discussed in Section 4. Finally,
the conclusions and summary of this study are given together
with some advice for future studies in Section 5.

2. Study Area and Datasets Description

2.1. Study Area. The region under study focuses on the GRB
located at upper part of the Yalong River in southeastern
Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau, China, as shown in Figure 1(a).The
GRB covers a drainage area of approximately 32925Km2 and
extends across the geographical range from 31.5∘ to 34.25∘
northern latitude and from 96.75∘ to 100∘ eastern longitude.
The average altitude of the drainage area is around 4500m
with the highest elevation of 6102m in the western and
upper part of the basin and lowest elevation of 3394m in the
southeastern plains.

The basin is a cold and dry climate zone characterized
with a dry winter and a rainy summer. The average annual
maximum and minimum temperature within the region are
about 15∘C and −10∘C, respectively. The highest temperature
of 31∘C is detected in July, and the lowest temperature of−28.9∘C in January. The average annual precipitation reaches
650mm, 90%ofwhich occurs during rainy season (fromMay
to October) and 10% in the rest of the year. The snowfall
contribution of the total annual precipitation ranges from
50% in the relatively high areas to less than 30% in the low
lying areas. The basin considered in this study is affected by
solid precipitation when the temperature is less than or equal
to 0∘C. The average annual discharge at the GBR’s outlet is
about 290.82m3s−1 with amaximumdischarge amounting to
1820m3s−1, which occurred in the period between 1 January
2000 and 31 December 2012.

The land use and land cover classes consist of various
types in the GBR, with croplands, herbaceous vegetation,
grassland, forest, and bare areas being the main types. The
distribution of land use ranges from croplands in the central
and lower areas of the GBR to grassland and herbaceous
vegetation in the upper areas (Figure 1(b)). Soil types of the
watershed are dominated by Leptosols (82%), Gleysols (7%),
Cambisols (5%), and Greyzems (3%). Other types include
Histosols, Luvisols, Phaeozems, and Glaciers, and ice covers
3% of the total area (Figure 1(c)).

2.2. Datasets Description. In the current study, due to restric-
tions on the availability of the rain gauge observations over
the GRB, we have selected the derived datasets from satellites
and ground gauges over a six-year period from 1st January
2008 to 31st December 2013. The choice of this period is
attributed to the availability of both satellite and gauged
precipitation datasets.

2.2.1. Gauge-Based Synthesis Datasets. The historical records
of daily datasets were collected from three meteorological
ground-based stations, which consist of maximum andmini-
mum air temperature, precipitation, and evapotranspiration;
in particular the gauged precipitation estimates are first used
as the reference datasets to evaluate the satellite-based pre-
cipitation products. Figure 1 shows the distribution of these
stations over the GRB, and Table 1 summarizes their basic
information involving latitude, longitude, altitude, average
annual precipitation, and average annual min/max temper-
ature. Besides meteorological observations, daily observed
streamflow records at the outlet of the GRB were collected
from the Ganzi hydrological station. Besides meteorological
observations, daily observed streamflow records at the outlet
of the GRB were collected from the Ganzi hydrological
station. Besides meteorological observations, daily observed
streamflow records at the outlet of the GRB were collected
from the Ganzi hydrological station.

In this study, all meteorological and hydrological datasets
were reported during the period 2008–2013, which are used
as forcing inputs into the HEC-HMS model to generate
streamflow simulations. It is also noteworthy that, not only
to ensure effective and efficient comparison of the four
satellite precipitation products versus gauge-based precipi-
tation data but also to satisfy the requirement of the HEC-
HMS hydrologic model inputs, the daily basin averaged
precipitation was conducted by using the Thiessen polygon
method, which is recommended as one of the simplest and
most robust interpolation methods by Grayson and Bloschl
[29].

2.2.2. Satellite-Based Precipitation Datasets. In this section,
we discuss the main characteristics of the four differ-
ent satellite-based precipitation products used and investi-
gate their suitability to capture precipitation patterns and
extremes over GRB.These precipitation datasets were consid-
ered to be appropriate in this study because of their high spa-
tial and temporal resolution, coverage domain, and periods
availability. A description of these products is summarized as
follows.
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Figure 1: (a) (left) Location of GRB in China with meteorological and hydrological stations and (right) the DEMmap of GRB; (b) land use;
and (c) soil type.

Table 1: The main characteristics of meteorological ground-based stations across GRB.

Number ID Station name Latitude
(∘N)

Longitude
(∘E)

Altitude
(m)

Average annual
precipitation

(mm)

Average annual
min temperature

(∘C)

Average annual
max temperature

(∘C)
1 56034 Qinshuihe 33.80 97.13 4426 598.83 −9.79 5.03
2 56038 Shiqu 32.98 98.01 4200 623.11 −7.28 6.45
3 56146 Ganzi 31.61 100.02 3394 670.10 0.34 14.87
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(i) CMORPH-CRT. The CMORPH technique [30] uses two
types of data to estimate precipitation, including passive
microwave (PWM) observations obtained from Low Earth
Orbiting (LEO) satellite radiometers and infrared (IR) obser-
vations obtained from geostationary satellites. The approach
relies primarily on PMW data to generate precipitation
estimates with propagation by morphing algorithm, which is
used to derive a cloud motion field from IR imageries at geo-
stationary satellites. The time-weighted linear interpolation
on this technique has been used in modifying the shape and
intensity of the precipitation systems based on weights from
forward and backward advection of precipitation patterns
with the competent temporal distance of PMW data (initial
and subsequent).

In particular, CMORPH is one type of near real-time
satellite products, for which estimates are available about 18
hours past real-time. Data are available at various tempo-
ral and spatial resolutions, including 30 minute at ∼8 km
resolution, 3-hourly at 0.25∘ lat/lon resolution, and daily
at 0.25∘ lat/lon resolution.

Recently, the NOAA-CPC has produced new satellite
precipitation datasets, calledCMORPHVersion 1.0.Themain
differences between the old version 0.x and the latest version
1.0 can be summarized as follows: The fixed algorithm and
satellite precipitation datasets of fixed versions over the entire
TRMM/GPM era (1998–present) were used, especially to
ensure best possible homogeneity, in the latest version 1.0,
whereas since 2002 the old version 0.x has been established
using varied improving algorithms and changing versions of
satellite-based precipitation products inputs [20].

Moreover, theCMORPHVersion 1.0 datasets are available
in the form of three products: a pure satellite precipitation
product (CMORPH-RAW) as well as bias-corrected prod-
uct (CMORPH-CRT), and gauge-satellite blended product
(CMORPH-BLD), while the old version 0.x exclusively con-
tains satellite only precipitation product [31].

Hence, 1-daily 0.25∘ × 0.25∘ CMORPH-CRT product is
validated over GRB using gauged precipitation observations.
The datasets in this study were freely obtained from the
agency of the NOAA-CPC website (ftp://ftp.cpc.ncep.noaa
.gov/precip/CMORPH V1.0/). The main feature of the
CMORPH-CRT is that the probability density function
(PDF)matching was used to conduct bias correction through
adjusting the original CMORPH satellite precipitation
estimates against the CPC unified daily gauge analysis
over land and the pentad GPCP analysis over ocean [32].
A full description of the CMORPH-CRT analysis and its
applications has been provided by Xie et al. [31] and Xie et al.
[32].

(ii) PERSIANN-CDR. The original PERSIANN, first estab-
lished by Hsu et al. [33] at the University of California, Irvine,
is one of the popular satellite-based precipitation algorithms
for estimating historical precipitation from March 2000 to
present. The PERSIANN algorithm has been developed by
combining IR and PMW observations from Geostationary
Earth Orbiting (GEO) and Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite
imagery, respectively, for global precipitation estimation.
Depending on an Artificial Neural Network (ANN)model in

the PERSIANN algorithm, the local cloud textures provided
by the geostationary satellite longwave infrared images (∼
10.2–11.2 𝜇m) approach are used to estimate surface rainfall
rates, and it updates its network parameters based on the
TMI2A12 product from the low-inclination orbiting TRMM
satellite [34].

Compared to its existing product, the latest PERSIANN-
CDR (PERSIANN-Climate Data Record) product was newly
developed by Ashouri et al. [21] as a multisatellite, high-
resolution, and posttime precipitation product. The PER-
SIANN-CDR product first used the archive of the Gridded
Satellite (GridSat-B1) IR data [35] as the input to the trained
PERSIANN model; then the biases in the PERSIANN-
estimated precipitation were adjusted by the Global Precip-
itation Climatology Project (GPCP) monthly 2.5∘ product
version 2.2 [21].

Since no PMW is used in PERSSIAN-CDR product, the
ANN model parameters were pretrained using the National
Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) stage IV
hourly precipitation data; then the model is run using the
full historical record of GridSat-B1 IR data with fixed model
parameters as those reported in a calibration scheme by
Ashouri et al. [21].

Currently, this version of PERSIANN-CDR is only avail-
able with high spatial resolution of 0.25∘ × 0.25∘ and daily
temporal resolution. The precipitation datasets, from 1st
January 1983 to present, have been collected and distributed
by the NOAA’s National Climatic Data Center (NCDC), as
well as theCenter forHydrometeorology andRemote Sensing
(CHRS) at the University of California, Irvine. In this study,
the PERSIANN-CDR product datasets of the entire study
period were downloaded from ftp://data.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdr/
persiann/files/.More information onPERSIANN-CDRprod-
uct can be found in [21, 36]; thus this article only gives a brief
description.

(iii) TMPA 3B42V7 and 3B42RT. The TMPA product [37]
was launched inNovember 1997, jointly between theNational
Space Development Agency (NASDA) of Japan and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) of
the United States. It is designed primarily to monitor and
study tropical precipitation for weather and climate research.

According to Huffman et al. [22], the accurate precipita-
tion estimates of satellite TMPA were produced by merging
three types of observations such as PMW, IR, and PR from
multiple LEO and Geo satellites and ground observations at a
spatial resolution of 0.25∘ × 0.25∘, with a temporal resolution
of 3-hourly; however, PR, PMW, and IR operate within the
global latitude belt from over 35∘N to 35∘S, 40∘N to 40∘S,
and 50∘N to 50∘S, respectively. Thus, the TMPA algorithm
could be executed using the following three steps: first, the
PMW precipitation estimates are calibrated and combined to
generate the most accurate estimation from PMW; second,
the calibrated PMW are used to create IR precipitation
estimates; and finally, both the PMW and IR precipitation
estimates are merged to provide the best TMPA precipitation
estimates.

In this research, the TMA product’s latest version 7 was
employed, which was released in May 2012 by the NASA

ftp://ftp.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/precip/CMORPH_V1.0/
ftp://ftp.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/precip/CMORPH_V1.0/
ftp://data.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdr/persiann/files/
ftp://data.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdr/persiann/files/
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Table 2: Summary of the selected satellite-based precipitation products used in the present study.

Datasets CMORPH-CRT PERSIANN-CDR 3B42 3B42RT
Spatial resolution 0.25∘ × 0.25∘ 0.25∘ × 0.25∘ 0.25∘ × 0.25∘ 0.25∘ × 0.25∘
Temporal resolution 1 daily 1 daily 3 hourly 3 hourly

Spatial coverage 180∘W- 180∘E, 60∘N-60∘S
Quasi-global

180∘W- 180∘E, 60∘N-60∘S
Quasi-global

180∘W- 180∘E, 50∘N-50∘S
Quasi-global

180∘W- 180∘E, 50∘N-50∘S
Quasi-global

Temporal coverage 1998–present 1983–present 1998–present 2002–present

Datasets source
Geostationary IR, PMW,
TMI, SSM/I, AMSR-E,

and AMSU-B

Geostationary IR, PMW,
TMI, SSM/I, AMSU-B,

and ANN

Geostationary IR, PMW, TCI,
SSM/I, AMSR-E, and

AMSU-B

Geostationary IR, PMW,
TMI, SSM/I, AMSR-E,

and AMSU-B

Data download
website

ftp://ftp.cpc.ncep.noaa
.gov/precip/CMORPH

V1.0/

ftp://data.ncdc.noaa.gov/
cdr/persiann/files/

https://giovanni.sci.gsfc.
nasa.gov/giovanni/

https://giovanni.sci.gsfc.
nasa.gov/giovanni/

Reference Xie et al. (2013) Ashori et al. (2015) Huffman et al. (2010) Huffman et al. (2010)
IR: infrared radiance; PM: passivemicrowave; TMI: TRMMMicrowave Imager; TCI: TRMMCombined Instrument; AMSR-E: AdvancedMicrowave Scanning
Radiometer-Earth Observing Systems; SSM/I: Special Sensor Microwave Imager; AMSU-B: Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit-B; ANN: Artificial Neural
Network.

Goddard Earth Sciences Data and Information Services Cen-
ter (GES DISC). The substantial improvement of the TMPA
version 7 product is attributed to a combination of factors
including the following: (1) The inclusion of additional
satellite datasets, such as the Microwave Humidity Sounder
(MHS), the entire operational Special Sensor Microwave
Imager/Sounder (SSM/IS), and the Grisat-B1 IR datasets
[38]; (2) using the uniformly reprocessed input data, surface
precipitation gauge analysis, and a latitude-band calibration
scheme for all satellites [39].

It is known that the TMPA version 7 consists of two
standard products: near real-time version (3B42RT, here-
after) and post-real-time version (3B42, hereafter), which
are summarized here. The 3B42 provides the bias-corrected
precipitation estimates by inclusion ground gauge obser-
vations from the Global Precipitation Climatology Center
(GPCC) and the Climate Assessment andMonitoring System
(CAMS) at the monthly scale. The 3B42 is therefore available
about 10–15 days after the end of each month, while the
3B42RT is available approximately nine hours after real-
time observations, making it especially suitable to flood
forecasting researches.Themain difference is that the TRMM
Combined Instrument (TCI) dataset has been used in 3B42
for calibration; however, it was replaced by the TRMM
Microwave Imager (TMI) dataset in 3B42RT. The 3B42 and
3B42RT products have been utilized since January 1998
and March 2003, respectively, with a 0.25∘ × 0.25∘ spatial
resolution and a 3-hourly temporal resolution. For detailed
information regarding the 3B42 and 3B42RT products, the
reader is referred to Huffman and Bolvin [40, 41].

However, both the 3B42 and 3B42RT data used in
this study were freely obtained from the following website:
https://giovanni.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni/. It is worthwhile
to mention that both the 3B42 and 3B42RT precipitation
datasets were aggregated into daily scale before use due to
the hydrologic model requiring daily input data as well as
for being needed for comparison objectives. Overall, the
four satellite products (CMORPH-CRT, PERSIANN-CDR,
3B42RT, and 3B42) were considered in this study, since

they have not been previously evaluated and tested over the
GRB. Further details on the nature of the four satellites are
presented in Table 2.

3. Methodology

3.1. HEC-HMS Hydrologic Model. The hydrologic model
used in this study is the Hydrologic Engineering Center-
Hydrologic Modeling System (HEC-HMS) model [42, 43],
which iswell known as the semidistributed conceptual hydro-
logic model.Themodel has been extensively and successfully
documented in much of the hydrological watersheds under
climate conditions (humid, tropical, subtropical, etc.), since
its development in the 1989s [44–46].

This study used HEC-HMS version 4 which was recently
developed in 2013 [42]. To set up HEC-HMS to simulate
hydrologic processes for GRB, the model input requires a
Digital Elevation Model (DEM), meteorological data, soil
type, and land use. DEM data with spatial resolution of
30m was generated from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
(https://gdex.cr.usgs.gov/gdex/). Land use data was obtained
from the GlobCover 2009 land cover map (http://due.esrin
.esa.int/page globcover.php). Soil map was derived from
the soil and terrain (SOTER) database developed by FAO
and the International Soils References and Information
Center (ISRIC) (http://www.isric.org/data/soil-and-terrain-
database-china).

In the Geospatial Hydrologic Modeling Extension (HEC-
GeoHMS) version 10.1 with ArcHydro extension in ArcGIS
10.2, the GRB was divided into fifty-one subbasins connected
by a stream network (twenty-five reaches and twenty-five
junctions) based on available DEM data, and all initial values
of the model parameters were calculated, which were further
used as the hydrologic input files for an HEC-HMS project.
Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of HEC-HMS of the
GRB after delineating, using HEC-GeoHMS. For a more
detailed description of HEC-GeoHMS, see the user’s manual
for HEC-GeoHMS version 10.1 [47].

There are three main components in HEC-HMS
including basin model, meteorological model, and control

ftp://ftp.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/precip/CMORPH_V1.0/
ftp://ftp.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/precip/CMORPH_V1.0/
ftp://ftp.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/precip/CMORPH_V1.0/
ftp://data.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdr/persiann/files/
ftp://data.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdr/persiann/files/
https://giovanni.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni/
https://giovanni.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni/
https://giovanni.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni/
https://giovanni.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni/
https://giovanni.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni/
https://gdex.cr.usgs.gov/gdex/
http://due.esrin.esa.int/page_globcover.php
http://due.esrin.esa.int/page_globcover.php
http://www.isric.org/data/soil-and-terrain-database-china
http://www.isric.org/data/soil-and-terrain-database-china
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Figure 2: The schematic diagram of GRB with hydrologic elements
(subbasins, reaches, junctions, and flow direction) delineated by
HEC-GeoHMS.

specifications. The physical characteristics of the watershed
and connectivity data are described in the basin model. The
meteorological boundary conditions such as precipitation,
snowmelt, and evapotranspiration data for the subbasins are
prepared in the meteorological model. The time period of a
simulation run is determined in the control specifications
which include a starting date and time, an ending date
and time, and a computation time step. The hydrologic
simulation process requires a combination of datasets for
each model. For a detailed description of the HEC-HMS
simulation mechanisms, the reader is referred to HEC-
HMS user’s manual [42] and the Technical Reference
Manual [43]; therefore, only a brief description is provided
here.

The streamflow simulations of watershed in theHEC-HM
model are carried out in four different runoff components:
rainfall loss component; surface runoff component; baseflow
component; and river routing component. In this study, the
followingmethods are applied: (i) the deficit and constant loss
(DCL) method for computing the actual infiltration losses,
(ii) the Clark unit hydrograph method for transforming
direct runoff of excess precipitation on a watershed, (iii) the
exponential recession method for specifying the subsurface
flow rates, and (iv) the Muskingum routing method for flow
routing in each reach.

Additionally, the temperature index snowmelt method
was used tomeasure runoff from snowfall by determining the
volume of snow water equivalent (SWE), which is the depth
of water from melting a unit column of the snowpack. This
method included in the meteorological model of HEC-HMS
has been considered as the simplest mathematicalmethod for
modeling the amount of snowmelt runoff in many previous
studies [48, 49].

3.2. HEC-HMS Calibration and Simulation Scenarios. In
the previous section, we have identified methods that
are included in HEC-HMS for runoff estimates; however,
each method requires a specific number of parameters,
which can be evaluated directly from the characteristics

of the subbasin and channel and GIS maps [44, 46, 49],
as well as recommendations from HEC-HMS developers
[42].

Even with the recent suggestions in the selection of
HEC-HMS parameters values, Wheater et al. [50] found that
reliable estimation ofmodel parameters through a calibration
process can lead to reduced model uncertainty and improve
streamflow simulations. As the literature review [51] shows,
necessity calibration for the temperature index snowmelt
parameters can improve the efficiency simulating snowmelt
runoff. Finally, considering these issues, a total of 13 HEC-
HMS parameters related to rainfall loss, surface runoff,
baseflow, river routing, and snowmelt runoff were chosen for
model calibration at a daily time step. The physical meanings
of each parameter and the recommended initial ranges for the
parameters are presented in Table 3.

Despite the HEC-HMS model providing the automatic
optimization algorithms (Nelder-Mead simplex method and
the univariate gradient search), previous numerous studies
explained that these methods are still not able to deal
with all parameters, which can affect the model accuracy.
Hence, to overcome this problem, the HEC-HMS for GRB
was calibrated manually using trial and error method to
yield best fit between observed and simulated hydrographs
as evidenced by Gyawali and Watkins [48]. The available
observed data including daily precipitation, streamflow, air
temperature, and evapotranspiration were divided into two
3-year periods (2008 to 2010 and 2011 to 2013); thus the
HEC-HMS of the study area was calibrated for the first
three years and then was further validated for the last three
years.

Most importantly, Jiang et al. [52] highlighted that the
streamflow simulation results of different precipitation inputs
in both spatiotemporal resolutions and accuracy could be
somewhat similar throughmodel calibration with each of the
input data. As a consequence, in the present study, to inves-
tigate the effect of the four satellite precipitation products on
streamflow simulations, we performed the proposed calibra-
tion scheme by creating two simulation scenarios. In the first
scenario, the HEC-HMS model was calibrated and validated
using gauged precipitation datasets, and then the model was
run again using forcing inputs from the four satellite-driven
precipitation products with unaltered calibrated parameter
values of gauge observations. In the second scenario, the
four satellite precipitation products were used as the forcing
inputs to recalibrate the HEC-HMS model and then for
validation as in the same periods of scenario I. It is important
to note that the first scenario is usually conducted because
it provides better comparison of the streamflow simulation
accuracy between the satellite products and the gauged
precipitation observations, whereas the second scenario is
aimed at examining the influence of satellite precipitation
datasets uncertainty on streamflow simulations as reported in
[11, 14].

3.3. Statistical Criteria of Performance Evaluation. In our
research, for checking the accuracy of four satellite-based
precipitation estimates, three different verification methods
were adopted, which are detailed below.
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Table 3: Calibration parameters for hydrologic simulation of HEC-HMS model.

Parameters Physical meaning Lower bound Upper bound Model component
𝐼𝑑 Initial deficit, mm 0 100 Precipitation excess𝑀𝑑 Maximum deficit, mm 0 250𝐶𝑟 Constant rate, mm/hr 0 150𝑇𝑐 Time of concentration, hr 24 72 Surface flow𝑆𝑐 Storage coefficient, hr 10 100𝑅𝑐 Recession constant, dimensionless 0.50 1 Subsurface flow𝑅𝑝 Ratio to peak, dimensionless 0 1
𝐾 Muskingum travel time, hr 24 150 Reaches flow𝑋 Muskingum weighting factor, dimensionless 0.01 0.2𝑊mr Wet melt rate, mm/∘c-day 0 10 Snowmelt flow𝑅mr Rain rate limit, mm/day 0 600
ATImr Melt rate antecedent temperature index coefficient, dimensionless 0 1
ATIcr Cold content antecedent temperature index coefficient, dimensionless 0 1

3.3.1. Continuous Statistical Indices. To qualitatively ver-
ify the satellite precipitation products in comparison with
gauged precipitation observations, the following validation
statistical indices were used: the mean error (ME), mean
absolute error (MAE), correlation coefficient (CC), root-
mean-square error (RMSE), and relative bias (𝑅bias). These
are calculated, as shown in (1), (2), (3), (4), and (5), respec-
tively:

ME = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 (𝑃est,𝑖 − 𝑃obs,𝑖)𝑛 (1)

MAE = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 (𝑃est,𝑖 − 𝑃obs,𝑖)𝑛 (2)

CC = ∑𝑛𝑖 (𝑃obs,𝑖 − 𝑃obs,𝑖) (𝑃est,𝑖 − 𝑃est,𝑖)
√∑𝑛𝑖 (𝑃obs,𝑖 − 𝑃obs,𝑖)2√∑𝑛𝑖 (𝑃est,𝑖 − 𝑃est,𝑖)2 (3)

RMSE = √∑𝑛𝑖=1 (𝑃est,𝑖 − 𝑃obs,𝑖)2𝑛 (4)

𝑅bias = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑃est,𝑖 − ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑃obs,𝑖∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑃obs,𝑖 × 100, (5)

where 𝑃obs,𝑖 and 𝑃obs,𝑖 are, respectively, the individual and
averaged observed precipitation provided by ground-based
data, 𝑃est,𝑖 and 𝑃est,𝑖 are, respectively, the individual and aver-
aged estimated precipitation provided by satellite-derived
products, and 𝑛 is the total number of time steps. The
observed and estimated precipitation are considered fully
consistent without uncertainty of satellite rainfall products if
the values ofME,MAE, RMSE, and BIAS = 0 and value of CC
= 1. More detailed information about the continuous indices
are referenced in [53].

3.3.2. Categorical Statistical Indices. To better analyze the
capacity of the satellite-based precipitation estimates in
detecting the observed occurrence of precipitation at dif-
ferent precipitation thresholds, the authors adopted four

categorical indices, as proposed byWilks [54] and followed by
various authors [27, 55, 56], depending on 2 × 2 contingency
table including the frequency bias index (FBI), probability of
detection (POD), false-alarm rate (FAR), and critical success
index (CSI). These are calculated as in (6), (7), (8), and (9),
respectively:

FBI = 𝐻 + 𝐹𝐻 +𝑀 (6)

POD = 𝐻𝐻 +𝑀 (7)

FAR = 𝐹𝐻 + 𝐹 (8)

CSI = 𝐻𝐻 +𝑀 + 𝐹, (9)

where 𝐻, 𝑀 , and 𝐹 represent the total number of hits
(observed precipitation correctly detected), misses (observed
precipitation not detected), and false alarms (precipitation
detected but not observed), respectively. The computed val-
ues of 1 for FBI, POD, and CSI indicate better accuracy in
representation, while 0 is the optimal value of FAR. The
explanations of these categorical criteria and other details are
well described in [54–56].

3.3.3. Hydrologic Model Evaluation Indices. In order to assess
the impact of satellite precipitation products on streamflow
simulation over the GRB by the HEC-HMS model, four
statistical criteria were selected to measure the goodness-of-
fit of HEC-HMS model simulations, which are the Nash-
Sutcliffe Efficiency (𝐸NS), determination coefficient (𝑅2), and
index of agreement (𝐷) and the relative bias ratio. The
relevant equations (10), (11), (12) and (13) are, respectively,
given as follows:

𝐸NS = 1 − ∑𝑛𝑖=1 (𝑄obs,𝑖 − 𝑄sim,𝑖)2
∑𝑛𝑖=1 (𝑄obs,𝑖 − 𝑄obs,𝑖)2 (10)
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Figure 3: Maps of six-year daily average precipitation (mmday−1) at 0.25∘ resolution derived from CMORPH-CRT, PERSIANN-CDR,
3B42RT, and 3B42 estimates over GRB during the period 2008 to 2013.

𝑅bias = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑄sim,𝑖 − ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑄obs,𝑖∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑄obs,𝑖
× 100 (11)

𝑅2
= [∑𝑛𝑖=1 (𝑄sim,𝑖 − 𝑄sim,𝑖)∑𝑛𝑖=1 (𝑄obs,𝑖 − 𝑄obs,𝑖)]2

[∑𝑛𝑖=1 (𝑄sim,𝑖 − 𝑄sim,𝑖)2] [∑𝑛𝑖=1 (𝑄obs,𝑖 − 𝑄obs,𝑖)2]
(12)

𝐷 = 1 − ∑𝑛𝑖=1 (𝑄obs,𝑖 − 𝑄sim,𝑖)2
∑𝑛𝑖=1 (𝑄sim,𝑖 − 𝑄obs,𝑖

 + 𝑄obs,𝑖 − 𝑄obs,𝑖
)2 (13)

in which 𝑄obs,𝑖, 𝑄sim,𝑖, 𝑄obs,𝑖 , and 𝑄sim,𝑖 are, respectively, the
observed streamflow, the simulated streamflow, the average
observed streamflow, and the average simulated streamflow
at any given time step 𝑖, and 𝑛 is the total number of time
steps. The best consistency between simulated and observed
streamflow is judged on the basis of the indicator values
of (𝐸NS, 𝑅2 , and 𝐷), which should be close to 1, and a
lower 𝑅bias value. The ranges of these indicators have been
selected in this study according to the Moriasi et al. [53]
recommendations.

4. Results and Discussions

4.1. Evaluation and Comparison of Satellite-Gauged Precip-
itation Estimates. In the following sections, we evaluate

the accuracy of the satellite precipitation estimates against
gauged precipitation datasets over the study region because
of the negative effects of their associated uncertainties on
the hydrological modeling process. The comparative analysis
was conducted over 6 years (2008–2013) and seasonal daily
average datasets to investigate and characterize precipitation
patterns and error quantification of the four satellite products
over the GRB as described below.

4.1.1. Annual Spatial Patterns Analysis of Satellite Precipitation
Estimates. The spatial distribution of daily average precipi-
tation from CMORPH-CRT, PERSIANN-CDR, 3B42RT, and
3B42 for six years (2008–2013) on a 0.25∘ grid over GRB is
compared and illustrated in Figure 3. Visual inspection of
Figure 3 shows that the average annual precipitation ranges
are between 0.7 and 2.1, 2.5 and 2.8, 3.4 and 4, and 1.1 and 2.0
for CMORPH-CRT, PERSIANN-CDR, 3B42RT, and 3B42,
respectively.

It should be noted that the spatial distribution of
all satellite precipitation estimates is clearly differentiated,
with the precipitation intensities gradually decreasing from
the western part of the basin to the eastern part. Also,
the spatial variability analysis reveals that the low-altitude
regions of the basin are characterized by higher spatial
variability of precipitation in comparison with the high
mountainous regions, which are greater than 4500m in
altitude.
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Figure 4: Q-Q plots (green) and scatterplots (black) of basin averaged precipitation from gauge observations versus satellite-based estimates
during the period 2008 to 2013.

Despite the fact that the precipitation amount is notice-
ably lower with CMORPH-CRT, it is noted that the differ-
ences of spatial precipitation distribution patterns between
CMORPH-CRT and 3B42 are relatively small, as both of
them showed overestimation and underestimation precip-
itation amounts at the lower and upper regions of the
basin, respectively. The highest precipitation amount was
observed for 3B42RT, while the lowest spatial variability of
precipitation was found for PERSIANN-CDR. On the whole,
the precipitation patterns derived by CMORPH-CRT and
3B42 are somewhat more visually compatible than those
retrieved from PERSIANN-CDR and 3B42RT.

4.1.2. Annual Intercomparison of Satellite-Gauged Precipita-
tion Datasets. The Quantile-Quantile (Q-Q) plot technique
and scatterplots were adopted to illustrate more insight into
the nature of the differences between the four satellites
(CMORPH-CRT, PERSIANN-CDR, 3B42RT, and 3B42) and
the gauged precipitation datasets for the total precipita-
tion from 2008 to 2013 over the GRB (Figure 4). When
looking at Figure 4, the Q-Q plots analysis shows that the
daily precipitation amounts obtained by satellite and gauged

datasets are significantly different. As shown, the differences
in daily average precipitation estimates between satellite and
gauged datasets become larger as the precipitation amount
increases. Additionally, PERSSIANN-CDR and 3B42RT have
the highest daily average precipitation estimates over theGRB
compared with those obtained by the gauged observations of
CMORPH-CRT and 3B42. However, at the same time, the
precipitation estimates of CMORPH-CRT and 3B42 are lower
than the gauged observations. Overall, the CMORPH-CRT,
PERSIANNN-CDR, and 3B42 provide the best agreement
with gauged observations than the precipitation estimates
from 3B42RT, except some noteworthy biases in the middle
and upper portions of the distributions.

In addition, the five criteria, ME, MAE, RMSE, CC, and𝑅bias, have been also included in Figure 4 and calculated
based on the daily basin averaged precipitation of satellite
and gauged datasets during the period 2008–2013. Generally,
the best values of MAE = 1.88 and RMSE = 3.73 are found
for CMORPH-CRT, whereas 3B42 observed the best value
of ME = −0.22, with a similar CC = 0.51 value for both
products. In contrast, the 3B42RT shows the poorest values
of ME = 1.90, MAE = 3.53, and RMSE = 7.59, except for
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Figure 5: Maps of seasonal daily average precipitation (mmday−1) at 0.25∘ resolution derived from CMORPH-CRT, PERSIANN-CDR,
3B42RT, and 3B42 estimates for spring, summer, autumn, and winter (from (a) to (d)) over GRB during the period 2008 to 2013.

CC = 0.31 from PERSIANN-CDR. These values indicate
that both CMORPH-CRT and 3B42 have better agreements
with gauged datasets in this area. As seen from the results
of statistical analysis in Figure 4, the 3B42RT exhibits the
largest positive percentage of biases which are relatively larger
than PERSIANN-CDR. However, the underestimation of the
precipitation rates occurs only with CMORPH-CRT and
3B42, which leads to significantly lower biases of PERSIANN-
CDR and 3B42RT. Although 3B42RT strongly overestimates
precipitation by 107.98, 3B42 slightly underestimates it (less
than 3.84).The results suggest that both CMORPH-CRT and
3B42 have more reasonable performance than 3B42RT and
PERSIANN-CDR in terms of all criteria over GRB region.

4.1.3. Seasonal Spatial Patterns Analysis of Satellite Precipita-
tion Estimates. Figure 5 shows the seasonal spatial patterns

of daily average CMORPH-CRT, PERSIANN-CDR, 3B42RT,
and 3B42 precipitation estimates in four seasons, spring
(March toMay), summer (June to August), autumn (Septem-
ber to November), and winter (December to February), for
the period January 2008–December 2013. Clearly, the spatial
patterns of CMORPH-CRT and 3B42 precipitation estimates
are significantly identical, as well as the precipitation intensity
increasing from the northeast to the southwest over the
GRB, which is especially consistent with spatial patterns
of precipitation regardless of the season. In contrast, the
spatial patterns of precipitation across the four seasons in
PERSIANN-CDR and 3B42RT are very distinct with different
intensity distributions of precipitation.

On the other hand, both 3B42RT and PERSIANN-CDR
showed the highest volume of precipitation through the
four seasons in comparison with 3B42 and CMORPH-CDR.
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In addition, the largest values of precipitation amounts for
CMORPH-CRT, 3B42RT, and 3B42 were mainly observed
during the wet period (summer and autumn), while
PERSIANN-CDR recorded highest values during the dry
period (winter and spring). The important feature from
Figure 5 is that the seasonal spatial variability for CMORPH-
CRT, PERSIANN-CDR, and 3B42 gradually increases from
northern parts to the southern parts of the basin. However,
this relationship is not clear for 3B42RT, where the spatial
variability of precipitation is more scattered and the highest
along the GRB.

4.1.4. Seasonal Intercomparison of Satellite-Gauged Precip-
itation Datasets. The seasonal differences of precipitation
estimates derived from the CMORPH-CRT, PERSIANN-
CDR, 3B42RT, and 3B42 against gauged observations were
analyzed using Q-Q plots and scatter plots (Figure 6).

An inspection of Figure 6 reveals that CMORPH-CRT
and 3B42 exhibit the lowest average precipitation estimates
over the GRB compared to gauged observations when com-
pared to others regardless of the season. The precipitation
estimates from 3B42RT are higher than gauged observations,
except during the winter, which are relatively closer to gauged
observations in the estimation of high precipitation. The
percent agreement between satellite and gauged datasets
increases for the wet seasons (summer and autumn) and
decreases for the other seasons. However, it is notable that the
differences between precipitation estimates from satellite and
gauged datasets become larger during the winter, especially
for the PERSIANN-CDR product. In addition, the biases
in the estimation of the precipitation amount are much
higher in the middle parts of the probability distributions,
with relatively medium daily average precipitation events
regardless of seasonal changes, except 3B42RT which showed
highermedium and high precipitation biases in every season.

Besides Q-Q plots and scatterplots analysis, the five
criteria ME, MAE, CC, RMSE, and Rbias were used to
quantify a comparison of satellite and gauge precipitation
datasets in four seasons, as shown in Figure 6. It is evident that
the seasonal fluctuations have noteworthy influence on the
accuracy of the satellite estimates. Although there is a slight
difference between CMORPH-CRT and 3B42, PERSIANN-
CRT and 3B42RT show remarkable dissimilarity in every
season.Theworst performance is found throughPERSIANN-
CDR and 3B42RT with the lowest CC and the largest ME,
MAE, RMSE, and Rbias (the highest Rbias being 1635.15 and
246.63, resp.), especially during the winter, which can be
attributed to substantial overestimation of precipitation.

In contrast, CMORPH-CRT and 3B42 perform better
and are comparable among the other products, based on
increased CC and reduced ME, MAE, RMSE, and Rbias.
Broadly, CMORPH-CRT has the highest accuracy in terms
of MAE and RMSE, whereas 3B42 outperforms others in
terms of ME and Rbias in every season. The CC values
of all estimates are higher in the wet period and reach
0.54 and 0.65 for summer and autumn, respectively, with
3B42; however, CMORPH-CRT and 3B42 have the highest
correlations with gauge observations compared to others.
Additionally, it is obviously seen that all products performed

worst in winter with the lowest CC value of PERSIANN-
CDR (−0.01), followed by 3B42RT (0.03), then CMORPH-
CDR (0.05), and finally 3B42 (0.1). These are analogous to
the findings by Wang et al. [55], who pointed out that the
CMORPH-CRT, 3B42RT, and 3B42 cannot perform well
in the winter season over basins of the Southeast Tibetan
Plateau.

4.1.5. Evaluation of Satellite-Gauged Precipitation Datasets
at Different Thresholds. The intensity distributions of the
daily precipitation at different precipitation thresholds along
with their relative contributions to the total precipitation are
plotted in Figure 7. The figure clearly shows that there are
remarkable differences between satellite and gauged datasets
for precipitation occurrence under different precipitation
classes, which begins to decrease when precipitation intensity
ranges are greater than 5mm/day, except for 3B42RT in the
high rainfall class (>20mm/day).The largest intensity occur-
rence of gauge data is nonrainy days, which occur approx-
imately 60% of the total days, but for satellite datasets, the
largest precipitation occurrence is 0 < rainfall ≤ 1mm/day
estimated by CMORPH-CRT, 3B42RT, and 3B42, accounting
for 35–50% of the total precipitation, while the 1 < rainfall ≤
5mm/day is the largest class for the PERSIANN-CDR data,
occurring about 35% of the total days. While CMORPH-
CRT and 3B42 tend to underestimate the occurrences of
the precipitation class ranges of 5 < rainfall ≤ 20mm/day
and rainfall > 20mm/day, PERSIANN-CDR and 3B42RT
overestimate the occurrence of all precipitation classes except
nonrainy days. In addition, the precipitation class of 1 <
rainfall ≤ 5mm/day has the largest precipitation contribu-
tion rates for CMORPH-CRT, PERSIANN-CDR, and 3B42,
which contributes about 30–40% of the total rainfall for all
three datasets. While the dominant precipitation classes for
gauge data and 3B42RT are 5 < rainfall ≤ 10mm/day and
rainfall > 20mm/day, respectively, both classes contribute
more than 35% of the total precipitation amounts for 3B42RT
and gauge datasets.

The occurrences of the first two classes, that is, nonrainy
and light precipitation classes of 0 < rainfall ≤ 1mm/day
from all satellite datasets, are smaller than the gauge obser-
vations (maximal about 68% for CMORPH-CRT data),
although their contributions to the total rainfall are larger
than those from gauge data (maximal 14% for CMORPH-
CRT data). The number of occurrences of recorded middle
rainfall class range 1 < rainfall ≤ 15mm/day from all satellite
datasets is larger than that of gauge data, accounting for
as high as 30–50% of the total days. But the contribution
rates are larger for CMORPH-CRT and 3B42 and smaller
for PERSIANN-CDR and 3B42RT than that of rain gauge
rainfall. Notably, the occurrences and contribution rates for
the precipitation class of 5 < rainfall ≤ 10mm/day are almost
equivalent between the 3B42 and gauge datasets. For high
precipitation class range rainfall > 15mm/day, CMORPH-
CRT and 3B42 slightly underestimate the occurrence by
0.13% and 0.27% of total days, respectively, and their pre-
cipitation contribution rates are dramatically lower than
those of PERSIANN-CDR, 3B42RT, and gauged data. For
PERSIANN-CDR and 3B42RT, the occurrences are both
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Figure 6:Quantil-Quantil (green) plots and scatterplots (black) of basin averaged precipitation fromgauge observations versus satellite-based
estimates for (a) spring, (b) summer, (c) autumn, and (d) winter during the period 2008 to 2013.

below 6% of the total days, while the contribution rates
to the total rainfall amounts are as high as 20 and 40%,
respectively. Overall, when comparing with gauge data for
light and middle class range rainfall, both the occurrences
and contribution rates of CMORPH-CRT and 3B42 have
better agreement with gauge data than PERSIANN-CRT and
3B42RT.

In this study, the detection analysis of precipitation events
was also performed to examine the ability of CMORPH-CRT,

PERSIANN-CDR, 3B42RT, and 3B42 to make estimates
over the GRB using contingency statistics (FBI, POD, FAR,
and CSI) at different precipitation thresholds of 1mm/day,
5mm/day, 10mm/day, 15mm/day, and 20mm/day (Figure 8).
It should be noted that all index values of CMORPH-CRT
and 3B42 are comparable to each other with exception of the
precipitation threshold value equal to 1mm/day, while index
values for PERSIANN-CDR and 3B42RT show relatively high
variance.
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Figure 7: The intensity distribution of daily precipitation in different precipitation classes and their relative contributions to the total
precipitation during the period 2008 to 2013.

However, for FBI, both CMORPH-CRT and 3B42 have
a slight tendency to overestimate frequency of precipitation
events for thresholds of 5mm/day, 10mm/day, 15mm/day,
and 20mm/day, whereas PERSIANN-CDR and 3B42RT
incline to underestimate precipitation events across all
thresholds, especially the 3B42RT which shows the largest
underestimation of precipitation frequency for all thresholds
except 1mm/day. On the other hand, the FBI values of
PERSIANN-CDR and 3B42RT products increase with an
increase in precipitation intensity, and FBI values from
CMORPH-CRT and 3B42 decrease for the precipitation
thresholds up to 5mm/day, meaning the detection skill of
satellite products is better for intense precipitation events.
Overall, 3B42RT shows the lowest skill in capturing the
magnitude of precipitation events.

It evident that all satellite products exhibit poor scores
for the precipitation threshold of 1mm/day, exhibiting lower
POD and CSI and higher FAR. Despite the fact that the POD
and CSI scores of CMORPH-CRT are larger than the other
products, it seems to have relatively equivalent performance
with 3B42 in all precipitation thresholds. This implies that
the algorithms of both CMORPH-CRT and 3B42 satellite
products not only are more effective but also incur a more
positive effect on POD and CSI indices, compared to other
precipitation products. Among all products, 3B42RT shows
lower FAR scores during light and moderate precipitation,
while all products yield comparable values for thresholds
of 15mm/day and 20mm/day. This indicates that the PDF
matching adopted by CMORPH-CRT does not excel on the
monthly gauge adjustment scheme used in TRMM products

to remove biases [56]. Compared with 3B42RT, 3B42 has
somewhat more falsely alarmed precipitation events, leading
to less effective and more uncertain FAR scores. Although
3B42 uses gauge corrections and histogram matching, sug-
gesting the monthly bias adjusted method used by 3B42
still needs to be improved in order to avoid the defects
of FAR precipitation events which exist for the 3B42RT.
Hence, PERSSIAN-CDR demonstrates worse FAR scores
than CMORPH-CRT. Generally, all satellite products show
improved performance with increasing precipitation thresh-
olds, meaning an increased ability to capture the magnitude
of intense precipitation events.

4.2. Evaluation and Comparison of Streamflow Simulation
Scenarios. For examining the efficacy of the four satellites’
CMORPH-CRT, PERSIANN-CDR, 3B42RT, and 3B42 pre-
cipitation estimates in simulating streamflowoverGRBbasin,
we analyze their effects on the streamflow simulation using
HEC-HMSmodel on daily time steps under two scenarios as
detailed below.

4.2.1. Scenario I: Calibration Procedure Using Gauged Precip-
itation Datasets. As discussed in Methodology, gauged pre-
cipitation data was first used to drive the HEC-HMS model
and optimize parameters against observed streamflow at the
outlet in the GRB for the period of 1 January 2008–31 Decem-
ber 2010, while the period of 1 January 2011–31December 2013
was subsequently used for model validation. The model was
then forced by CMORPH-CDR, PERSIANN-CDR, 3B42RT,
and 3B42 as inputs for six years (2008–2013) with model
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Figure 8: FBI (a), POD (b), FAR (c), and CSI (d) of daily average between the four satellite estimates and gauge observations over the GRB.

parameter values calibrated using gauged precipitation data
in the calibration period of 2008–2010.

The hydrographs and the exceedance probability between
observed daily and simulated streamflow by the HEC-HMS
model, based on the four satellites and gauged precipitation
datasets as precipitation forcing in theGRBduring simulation
time period (2008–2013), are illustrated in Figure 9. It can
be seen that the simulated streamflow hydrograph obtained
with the gauged precipitation dataset fits well against the
observed streamflow, especially for the calibration period
and the relatively low discharges during the dry seasons, as
shown in Figure 9(a). It is also observed that the streamflow
simulation tends to underestimate the high peak discharges
in wet seasons and overestimate some values of the hydro-
graph recession curves for the years 2010, 2011, and 2003.
Overall, the HEC-HMS model is capable of capturing the
timing andmagnitude of the daily observed streamflow quite
well. Figure 9(f) shows that the exceedance probabilities
of daily streamflows display systematic underestimation of
simulated streamflows at high and low observed streamflows
and overestimation at moderate streamflows; the simulations
show better estimation for the calibration period than for the
validation period.

Subsequently, the skill indices of HEC-HMS simulations
were carried out to evaluate the model performance, and
their findings for the calibration and validation periods

are listed in Table 4. It can be seen from this table that
the values of 𝐸NS, 𝑅bias, 𝑅2, and 𝐷 are 0.80, −9.29, 0.81,
and 0.94, respectively, for the calibration period but 0.63,−7.67, 0.67, and 0.89, respectively, for the validation period.
These skill indices reveal that although the performance of
streamflow simulation can be considered satisfactory during
the validation period, it is not as good as that found for
the calibration period, which exhibits good performance.
It is apparent from these results that HEC-HMS model
could successfully streamflow simulation at a daily time scale
in the GRB, implying that the model is reliable to inves-
tigate the hydrological usefulness of satellite precipitation
products in the GRB, specifically for streamflow simulation.
Afterwards, the simulation streamflow hydrographs by the
gauged precipitation data-forced HEC-HMS model are then
compared to those forced by the four satellites’ estimates
of calibration and validation periods, as shown in Figures
9(b)–9(e). None of the CMORPH-CRT, PERSIANN-CDR,
3B42RT, and 3B42-driven model simulations resulted in
improvements in the timing and magnitude of the observed
streamflow for neither calibration nor validation periods in
comparison with streamflow simulation forced by gauged
precipitation data.

However, the simulations forced by 3B42RT largely
overestimate peak discharges for the years 2010, 2011, and
2013 but could capture the peak discharges during other
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Figure 9: Comparison between observed daily streamflow and simulated streamflow by HEC-HMS model from (a) gauge observations, (b)
CMORPH-CRT, (c) PERSIANN-CDR, (d) 3B42RT, and (e) 3B42 with benchmarked model parameter values by gauge observations; and
(f) is the exceedance probabilities of daily streamflow, during the calibration (2008.1.1–2010.12.31) period and validation (2011.1.1–2013.12.31)
period.
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Table 4: Skill indices of HEC-HMS simulations for the calibration and validation periods under scenario I.

Simulation scenario Datasets Calibration period Validation period𝐸NS 𝑅bias 𝑅2 𝐷 𝐸NS 𝑅bias 𝑅2 𝐷

Scenario I

Gauge 0.80 −9.29 0.81 0.94 0.63 −7.67 0.74 0.90
CMORPH-CRT 0.68 −9.85 0.69 0.90 0.50 −20.04 0.57 0.84
PERSIANN-CDR 0.45 −3.75 0.49 0.82 0.48 −24.77 0.56 0.83

3B42 0.77 −8.70 0.78 0.93 0.64 −1.85 0.70 0.91
3B42RT 0.67 −6.26 0.72 0.91 0.50 14.56 0.67 0.89

years. Conversely, PERSIANN-CDR simulations captured
high peak discharges for years 2010, 2011, and 2013, while
significant underestimation exists for the simulated dis-
charges of the years 2009 and 2012. The simulations of
CMORPH-CDR and 3B42 consistently underestimate the
observed large peak discharges during the calibration and
validation periods; however, their simulations agree well with
streamflowobservations and performbetter in comparison to
PERSIANN-CDR and 3B42RT.

From Figure 9(f), it can be clearly seen that 3B42RT
shows the largest overestimation at high discharges, especially
in the validation period with exceedance probabilities of
up to 45%. PERSIANN-CDR, on the contrary, consistently
underestimates most of the observed streamflow series in
the validation period but somewhat underestimates high dis-
charges with exceedance probabilities under 1% during cal-
ibration period. Both CMORPH-CRT and 3B42 yield slight
underestimation at large peak discharges with exceedance
probabilities less than 10% and tend to overestimatemoderate
discharges. However, all four simulations exhibit significant
underestimation for low discharges in the calibration and
validation periods. Overall, the exceedance probabilities of
simulations forced by CMORPH-CRT and 3B42 are compar-
atively similar to each other in the calibration and validation
periods.

As it can be seen from Table 4, the model driven by
gauged precipitation data indicates the best performancewith
the highest skill 𝐸NS of 0.80, 𝑅2 of 0.81, and 𝐷 of 0.94 in
the calibration period, compared to the simulations forced
by the four satellite estimates under scenario I, as expected.
Nevertheless, the simulation forced by 3B42 exhibits good
performance (𝐸NS of 0.77, 𝑅2 of 0.78, and 𝐷 of 0.93) and is
relatively close to the gauged data of the calibration period.
Additionally, in the validation period, the performance of the
hydrologic model is better than those based on satellite and
gauged precipitation datasets as inputs, with the highest 𝐸NS
of 0.64, 𝑅2 of 0.70, and 𝐷 of 0.91. Meanwhile, CMORPH-
CRT and 3B42RT derived simulations gave relatively similar
performances in terms of 𝐸NS (0.68 and 0.67), 𝑅2 (0.69
and 0.72), and 𝐷 (0.90 and 0.91) for the calibration period
and 𝐸NS (0.50 and 0.50), 𝑅2 (0.57 and 0.67), and 𝐷 (0.84
and 0.89) for the validation period. It is also evident that
the simulation forced by PERSIANN-CRT produces the
worst overall performance among these four satellite datasets,
exhibiting the smallest values for 𝐸NS of 0.45 and 0.48, 𝑅2
of 0.49 and 0.56, and 𝐷 of 0.82 and 0.83 in the calibration
and validation periods, respectively. However, all simulations
based on satellite and gauged precipitation datasets exhibit

slight negative biases in the calibration period, specifically
for 𝑅bias of −3.75% corresponding with PERSSIANN-CDR,
which can be considered negligible. On the other hand, in
the validation period, 𝑅bias significantly decreases to −7.67%
and −1.85% in simulations forced by gauge datasets and 3B42,
respectively, while the opposite is true for 𝑅bias of −20.04%,−24.77%, and 14.56% in CMORPH-CRT, PERSIANN-CDR,
and 3B42RT, respectively.

The above comparison reveals that 3B42 has great poten-
tial to be used alternatively for the datasets of gauged observa-
tions for hydrological simulations over mountainous water-
shed in the GRB, while CMORPH-CRT, PERSIANN-CDR,
and 3B42RT products have limited ability for streamflow
simulations and are not recommended for direct use over this
region, especially the PERSIANN-CDR which is not suitable
to simulate daily streamflow in this study area, though it
does not show the worst results in precipitation datasets
evaluation. These findings reveal that the best streamflow
simulation is not necessarily required to correspond with a
better satellite precipitation product, possibly due to the inter-
action between the precipitation datasets and streamflows.
This behavior is consistent with the conclusions of Qi et al.
[57].

4.2.2. Scenario II: Calibration Procedure Using Individual
Satellite Datasets. In this study, scenario II is exclusively used
to further analyze the effect of CMORPH-CRT, PERSIANN-
CDR, 3B42RT, and 3B42 products’ uncertainty on streamflow
simulation. The HEC-HMS model is recalibrated with each
of the four satellite estimates as forcing inputs, and the
calibration and validation periods of scenario I are kept
unaltered within scenario II. The results are reported in
Figure 10.

Figures 10(a)–10(e) demonstrate that all model simu-
lations forced by satellite estimates match the observed
hydrographs relatively well and show a greater tendency
to adequately capture peak flows as compared to those of
scenario I. For further illustration, in Figure 10(f) only
the results from the exceedance probabilities of simulated
and observed discharges are shown. It is important to note
that all simulations yield slight underestimation at large
peak discharges with exceedance probabilities less than 10%.
In contrast to scenario I, the exceedance probabilities of
scenario II simulations tend to be almost similar for both
the calibration and validation periods. However, Figure 10
shows that the parameter recalibration in scenario II causes
an appreciable increase in enhancement in high and low
streamflow simulations.
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Figure 10: As in Figure 9, but HEC-HMS model was recalibrated and validated with each precipitation dataset as inputs during the period
from 2008 to 2013.
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Table 5: Skill indices of HEC-HMS simulations for the calibration and validation periods under scenario II.

Simulation scenario Datasets Calibration period Validation period𝐸NS 𝑅bias 𝑅2 𝐷 𝐸NS 𝑅bias 𝑅2 𝐷
Scenario II

CMORPH-CRT 0.77 −2.42 0.78 0.94 0.69 −17.51 0.73 0.91
PERSIANN-CDR 0.59 2.89 0.59 0.86 0.50 −14.69 0.51 0.82

3B42 0.80 −2.12 0.80 0.94 0.71 −7.28 0.74 0.92
3B42RT 0.74 −5.78 0.74 0.92 0.66 −11.24 0.69 0.90

Furthermore, the skill metrics of the simulation results
for scenario II are summarized in Table 5. It is important to
note that all satellite estimates, except PERSIANN-CDR in
the validation period, show remarkably improved results with
increased values of 𝐸NS, 𝑅2, and 𝐷 and slightly decreased
values of 𝑅bias relative to those in scenario I as explained
in Table 4. The simulation of 3B42 achieves the best perfor-
mance in terms of all metrics skill when compared to other
satellite products, which surpass the gauged precipitation
driven simulation, especially during the validation period.
Similarly for scenario I, the simulation performances of
CMORPH-CRT and 3B42RT are relatively identical for both
calibration and validation. At the same time the simulations
of PERSIANN-CDR in scenario II show a slight improvement
only during calibration period, while there is a decline in
performance during the verification period as compared to
scenario I. This indicates that the PERSIANN-CDR driven
HEC-HMS model may still be less suitable to simulate
streamflow in this study area even with the parameter
recalibration in scenario II. It is obvious that all satellite
precipitation forced simulations have less bias compared to
scenario I, suggesting a significant decrease in the uncertainty
of streamflow simulations for output satellite products under
scenario II. In general, similar findings by previous studies [11,
52, 56] reported increasing the effectiveness of hydrological
simulation with input-specific recalibration.

4.2.3. Effectiveness Analysis of Calibration Procedure on
Hydrologic Processes. In addition to model predictions of
streamflow, the parameter recalibration results should be
examined based on their capability to compensate biases in
the four satellite estimates for other hydrologic processes,
including snow water equivalent (SWE), base flow (BF),
melt rate ATI (MR-ATI), liquid water content (LWC), and
moisture deficit (MD) as shown in Figures 11 and 12.

Not surprisingly, all hydrologic components are affected
by precipitation datasets as forcing inputs during dry and wet
year. It is evident that PERSIANN-CDR presents larger dif-
ferences in terms of SWE,MR-ATI, and LWC as compared to
those of other precipitation products. Compared to scenario
I, PERSIANN-CDR and 3B42RT show higher differences
regarding BF and MD in dry and wet seasons, which may
be due to the precipitation estimates of PERSIANN-CDR
and 3B42RT being higher than those of CMORPH-CRT and
3B42. In addition, one can also see that there are slight
differences in the SWE, MR-ATI, and LWC under both
scenarios, especially in dry year. Unlike CMORPH-CRT and
3B42 products, there are relatively high values of SWE, MR-
ATI, and LWCwith respect to PERSIANN-CDR and 3B42RT

under scenario II in dry year. While the values are relatively
reduced in wet year, this causes a remarkable increase of
streamflow for PERSIANN-CDR and 3B42RT than it does for
CMORPH-CRT and 3B42 during the autumn and summer
months. Furthermore, it can be seen that CMORPH-CRT
and 3B42 for all hydrological components are nearly the
same within scenario I, while noticeable differences between
them can be observed in scenario II. These results reveal that
scenario II tends to compensate the errors of the satellite
products through an increase or decrease in hydrological
components values, which may limit the ability of the model
to simulate snowmelt processes over the GRB. Nevertheless,
this problem is a common occurrence in hydrological com-
munities, especially in theAlpine region, which are attributed
to the unrealistic representation of the model parameters
under scenario II. Based on this information, more efforts
should be made to choose suitable precipitation products as
forcing inputs in snowmelt processes modeling.

5. Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, we have made a comprehensive analysis of
the applicability and reliability of the latest satellite-based
precipitation datasets (CMORPH-CRT, PERSIANN-CDR,
3B42, and 3B42RT) against gauge-based datasets in the
mountainous GRB of the southeast Tibetan Plateau in China.
To extensively find out weaknesses and strengths of the latest
four satellite products, within this context we first focused
on the evaluation and comparison of different precipitation
estimates and then highlighted the usefulness and suitability
of each product’ driven hydrological simulations with the
HEC-HMSmodel at a daily time step.The key findings of this
study can be listed as the following:

(i) Overall, the spatial patterns of CMORPH-CRT and
3B42 precipitation estimates are more similar than
those retrieved from PERSIANN-CDR and 3B42RT
at annual and seasonal scales. Also, the spatial varia-
tion for the four products obviously depends on the
basin’s elevation, and this variation decreases in the
high mountainous areas with altitudes greater than
4500m. Apparently, 3B42RT shows more scattering
and the highest spatial fluctuations, especially on the
seasonal scale.

(ii) Comparing satellite and gauged-based precipitation
datasets at an annual scale, both CMORPH-CRT
and 3B42 demonstrate better performance than
3B42RT and PERSIANN-CDR in terms of all crite-
ria over GRB region. In addition, CMORPH-CRT
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Figure 11: SWE, BF, MR-ATI, LWC, and MD derived by HEC-HMS model with the four-satellite and gauged precipitation data as forcing
inputs under scenario I (a) and scenario II (b) in the dray year 2008.

and 3B42 slightly underestimate precipitation, while
PERSIANN-CDR and 3B42RT show strong over-
estimation. Moreover, all satellite products exhibit
the poor performance in cold seasons, especially in
the winter season, probably because the surfaces are
covered with snow and ice.

(iii) This study found that there is difficulty in accurately
estimating rainstorms based on satellite precipitation
datasets over the GRB; CMORPH-CRT and 3B42
underestimate in the medium and high precipitation
intensities ranges, and the opposite tendency is found
for PERSIANN-CDR and 3B42RT. Among all prod-
ucts, CMORPH-CRT and 3B42 are closer to gauge
precipitation data when the precipitation class range
is over 1mm/day, but they cannot be considered fully
reliable, which may be due to the lack of adequate
precipitation observations.

(iv) As precipitation intensity increases, most of the
satellite-based precipitation products are better able
to capture the magnitude of precipitation events. The

precipitation detection performances of CMORPH-
CRT and 3B42 in all indices values are equivalent.
However, CMORPH-CRT exhibits the best POD and
CSI scores across all precipitation thresholds, but its
FAR score is larger than that of 3B42 and 3B42RT.This
implies that the monthly gauge adjustment scheme
used in TRMM products is still superior over others.

(v) The obtained results of hydrologic modeling under
the two scenarios in this study suggest that: In
scenario I, 3B42-drived simulations with gauged-
benchmarked model parameter values yield com-
parable performance to gauge precipitation data in
the calibration period, while the performance in
the validation period is better than those based on
satellite and gauged precipitation datasets as forc-
ing inputs for the HEC-HMS model, suggesting
that 3B42 is more suitable to drive the HEC-HMS
model for daily streamflow simulation over the GRB.
By contrast, CMORPH-CRT, PERSIANN-CDR, and
3B42RT products have little potential for use in
hydrological simulation over the GRB, especially
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Figure 12: As in Figure 11, but in the wet year 2012.

PERSIANN-CDR, which shows the worst overall
performance. In scenario II, all satellite precipitation
forced simulations show substantially improved per-
formance after recalibration, except for PERSIANN-
CDR during validation period. The results also sug-
gest that 3B42 can be a potential alternative source
of data sparse in the mountainous southeast Tibetan
Plateau basins.

(vi) This study demonstrates that scenario II has the capa-
bility to compensate for erroneous satellite forcing
through an increase or decrease of other hydrological
components’ values, such as SWE, BF,MR-ATI, LWC,
and MD.

In conclusion, many efforts should be made to verify aspects
of the overall deficiencies associated with the latest satellite
precipitation products when they are applied to simulate the
hydrological processes for other ungauged or sparsely gauged
basins.
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